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Your Score dealer:

The complete collection for dentists

Jumper saddle 
chair with back-
support 

Amazone saddle chair 
with balance mechanism

Medical swing support 
special

Saddle chair with 360° 
Support, rotatable arm-
rest/backrest. 

Medical 6331 with 
ergonomically shaped 
seat (recessed edge)

Ergo 2308

Score At Work 
Blend*

Score At Work 
Bicolor*

Score At Work 
Bicolor L*

Footrest Pro 959 MaXXLine waiting 
room chair

Spirit 1502 Beech

the treatment room

the laboratory

With over 40 years’ experience, we are 
guaranteed to provide each and every professional 
with the correct seating solution. Score gives
a 5-year guarantee on all its products.

Made in Holland

Discover all the options at www.scorenl.com
Go to www.scorenl.com, configure your own Score chair and request a trial.

www.scorenl.comwww.scorenl.com Made in HollandMade in Holland

* The entire Score At Work line is modular and multi-purpose. 
Seat and back come in different sizes
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The saddle chair sits well  
and stands strongSpecially made 

For dentists
Score for 
the treatment room

“Easy to keep clean, 
strong and sustainable” 

“ Be manoeuvrable and at the 
same time be able  
to work as stable  
as possible”  

“ Tailor-made for me,  
this wonderfully 
comfortable chair” 

Roger Smith 
Manager of Dental Technology 
Laboratory

Mary West 
Office Manager

Score for 
the laboratory

Score for 
office

The most used 
saddle chairs  
by dentists.

Work comfortably
The Score saddle chair takes the pressure off the lower back, 
strengthens the back muscles and prevents back problems.

Maximum freedom of movement
The Score saddle chair comes with a small base with large swivel castors 
for maximum freedom of movement.

Close to your patient
The compact base means that you can get closer to your patient or work 
area than you can with a chair.

Ergonomically responsible
The shape of the saddle seat forces the spine into a good sitting position.

Hands-free
The Score saddle chair has the option of coming with a foot operated height adjustment, 
allowing you to keep your hands free when adjusting height.

Maximum hygiene
The Score saddle chairs are standard available in unicolor or bicolor Stamskin and Trevira fabric. For optimal
hygiene, a seamless upholstered antibacterial fabric is available (ABU) that is cleanable with 70% alcohol.

Ergo 2308
Ergonomic and 
fully configurable.

4408 PU Pro
Heavy duty in various environ-
ments, easy cleanable, resists 
various chemical substances.
.

Spirit 1502
Well-built work 
stool in Beech SP 
or PUR SP.

nr. 1
Jumper
wide seat 

44cm 34cm

Amazone 
narrow seat 

Perfect fit:  
The only saddle chair  
with the option of a wide  
or narrow seat

Score Balance: 
The unique balance mechanism 
has a muscle-strengthening 
effect to improve the condition 
of your back

The saddle chair has an anatomically shaped saddle that 
tilts the pelvis and creates a relaxed back posture.

Score’s saddle chairs come in two different seat shapes:  
the Jumper for a wider seat and the Amazone for a narrower 
seat. For tailor-made solutions at your workplace.

Score offers the unique balance mechanism for the Jumper, 
Amazone and Jolly. The smart mechanism ensures that 
Score’s saddle moves with you towards your upper body’s 
centre of gravity when you adjust your posture. 

Ergonomic 
The ergonomic design causes the pelvis-vertebra position  
to remain in balance and takes the pressure away from  
pressure points – such as on the inside of the thighs and  
the pubic bone.

Experience the comfort of a saddle chair. The ergonomically shaped saddle seat ensures a healthy back posture, whilst 
your feet remain firmly on the ground. The saddle shape creates a posture for the spine that is less likely to cause fatigue. 
The saddle chair also offers maximum mobility, allowing you to move easily from one place to the other.

Medical 6360 
Tabouret with 360° Sup-
port, rotatable armrest/
backrest..

Score At Work Blend*
Comfortable luxurious 
fabric.

* The entire Score At Work line is modular and multi-purpose. 
Seat and back come in different sizes.

Medical 6331
With ergonomically 
shaped seat.

Jolly
The comfortable 
stool with gaps for 
your thighs

Score At Work Bicolor*
In trendy bicolour fabric. 

www.scorenl.comwww.scorenl.com www.scorenl.comMade in HollandMade in Holland Made in Holland

Anna Fisher
Dental assistant

- +

Bicolor Stamskinbright green 
K81

bright red 
K87

bright orange 
K83

turquoise
K84

bright blue 
K80

dark blue 
K89

grey 
K95

black 
K05

anthracite
K85 K81/K85 K93/K85K87/K85

Stamskin

PUxx grey
PU95

black
PU05

dark blue 
PU89

Upholstery
Available in in Stamskin® TOP, PUxx no. 1, Trevira (fabric) and black leatherette.


